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Edmonds and Giles [l] discuss functions on the arcs of a digraph satisfying submodular set 
constraints. We call such functions submodular flows, show that the difference of group-valued 
submodular flows is a network circulation in a certain auxiliary digraph, and derive a criterion for 
the existence of group-valued submodular flows. We develop a method for maximizing the value 
of a group-valued submodular flow in a specified arc and a negative circuit method for minimiz- 
ing certain functions on ring-valued submodular flows. In particular, algebraic linear functions 
over modules and certain semimodules as well as quotients of linear functions over totally 
ordered, commutative fields can be minimized. 
1. Introduction 
Edmonds and Giles [l] discuss a rich combinatorial structure generalizing net- 
work flows, polymatroid intersections and directed cuts. They consider real-valued 
functions on the arcs of an underlying digraph subject to submodular set con- 
straints. We call such functions submodular flows. Two other models generalizing 
network flows and polymatroid intersections are due to Fujishige [3] (independent 
flows) and Hassin [5] as well as Martel and Lawler [6] (polymatroidal flows). In 
Zimmermann [9] we prove that independent network flows and polymatroidal 
network flows can be represented by polymatroid intersections via certain linear 
reductions. 
Frank [2] develops an algorithm for minimizing (maximizing) linear objective 
functions on submodular flows. For integral constraints the algorithm is quasi- 
polynomial and, in the case 0 11x I 1, polynomial. 
We consider the minimization of certain objective functions on R-valued sub- 
modular flows where R is a totally ordered group (ring). In Zimmermann [9], we 
develop a negative circuit method for the special case of polymatroid intersections 
based on some results in Fujishige [3]. Here, we prove similar results on submodular 
flows which show that the difference of two submodular flows is a circulation in a 
certain auxiliary digraph. Therefore certain objective functions can be minimized by 
successive elimination of ‘negative’ circuits. 
In Section 2, we discuss group-valued submodular flows. Besides the above men- 
tioned result on the difference of submodular flows we develop an ‘augmenting’ 
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circuit method for maximizing the flow in a given specified arc. The existence of 
submodular flows with lower and upper bounds is characterized generalizing a 
result of Frank [2]. 
In Section 3, we propose a general strategy for minimizing certain linear and non- 
linear objective functions. Validity of the method follows from two major assump- 
tions on the objective function (Property 3.1) and on the set of feasible solutions 
(Property 3.2). Necessary and sufficient conditions for Property 3.1 are given. For 
example, both assumptions are satisfied in linear programming. 
In Section 4, we show that several classes of objective functions satisfy Property 
3.1. We consider quotients of linear functions over totally ordered, commutative 
fields and algebraic linear functions over modules as well as over certain semi- 
modules. 
In Section 5, we prove that submodular flows satisfy a variant of Property 3.2. 
The application of the general strategy leads to a ‘negative’ circuit method for mini- 
mizing objective functions satisfying Property 3.1. 
2. Submodular flows 
Edmonds and Giles [I] discuss a rich combinatorial structure including network 
flows, polymatroid intersections and directed cuts. The following definition 
generalizes their concept in a certain algebraic sense. 
Let G = (v E) denote a digraph with vertex set V and arc set E. A family F c 2” is 
called a crossing family if 
[smf0,su7-fv] a [snpsurdq (2.1) 
forallS,TEF. TwomembersSTofFwithSgT, T$ZS,SnT#0,andSUT#V 
are called crossing members of F. 
Let (R, +, I) denote a totally ordered, commutative group with neutral element 0. 
For example, R may be the additive group of real numbers, rational numbers or 
integral numbers endowed with the usual order relation. Further examples can be 
found in Zimmermann [8]. A function b : F-+ R is called submodular (on F) if 
b(S) + b(T) 2 b(S n T) + b(S U T) (2.2) 
for all crossing members of F. The set of all arcs leaving a subset S c V is denoted by 
6(S). We define S := V\S. Then S(S) is the set of all arcs entering S. 
For x E RE and for A c E the partial sum of the components of x which belong to 
A, is x(A) := CesA x(e). 
For a given digraph G, a given crossing family F, and a given submodular func- 
tion b we consider the following set of inequalities: 
x@(S) - x(&S)) I b(S) (SeF) (2.3) 
for x E R E. A vector x E R E satisfying (2.3) will be called a submodular flow. For 
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given upper and lower bounds on the arcs, i.e. I E (R U { --w})~, u E (R U { +a~})~, a
submodular flow x is called feasible, if I IX 5 u. 
Submodular flows generalize polymatroidal network flows, independent network 
flows and polymatroid intersections which are equivalent combinatorial structures 
over totally ordered, commutative groups (cf. Zimmermann [8]). Directed cut 
k-packings (k-coverings) can be subsumed in the same manner as, for the case 
R = IR, proposed in Edmonds and Giles (11. 
In the following we introduce an auxiliary graph which is used in Frank [2] for the 
development of a polynomial algorithm for maximizing a real-valued linear objec- 
tive function on feasible, submodular flows in the case R = Z, I = 0, u = 1. 
Let x be a feasible, submodular flow. A member S E F is called strict (with respect 
to x) if (2.3) is satisfied with equality. Now, o : 2”-+R, defined by 
a(S) :=x(6(S)) -x(6(S)) 
(with respect to x) is a modular function on 2v, i.e. 
a(S) + a(T) = a(S n T) + a(S u 7) (2.4) 
for all S, T c K Therefore, if S, TE F are strict crossing members, then S tl z S U T 
are strict. For u E V, let P(u) denote the intersection of all strict sets S with u ES 
(P(u) := V, if there is no strict set S with u ES). 
We remark that P(u) # V is the intersection of a family of pairwise, co-disjoint 
strict sets, i.e. sets S, T with s n T= 0 (or, equivalently, S U T= V). The following 
lemma is due to Frank [2]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let W C K If the hypergraph {P(u) 1 u E W} is connected and if 
S := U (P(u) 1 u E W} 5 K then S is the intersection of a family of pairwise co- 
disjoint strict sets. 
Proof. Let P(U), P(O) for U, u E W be crossing and let P(u) =n& P(u) =n 5 
with pairwise co-disjoint strict sets X; resp. Yj. For z $ P(U) UP(u) we choose Xi, Yj 
with z eXj, z $ I;. Then Z(z) := Xi U 5 is a strict set, and P(u) UP(u) = n Z(z). If 
among these sets Z(z), there are pairs which are not co-disjoint, then these pairs are 
crossing members and can be replaced by their intersection. The remaining part of 
the proof follows by induction. 0 
The auxiliary graph G, = (V, E,) contains three types of arcs (with respect to x), 
E, := E+ U E_ U E,, defined by 
E_:={uu~x(uo)>f(uu),uu~E} (backward arcs), 
E, := {au 1 x(uu) < u(uu), uu E E} (forward arcs), 
E0 := { uu 1 u E P(u); u, u E V) (red arcs). 
The notions ‘backward arc’ and ‘forward arc’ are drawn from flow theory. The ‘red 
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arcs’ coincide with these in Frank [2] with reversed direction. We introduce non- 
negative capacities c(uu) :=x(uu) - I(uo) resp. c(uv) := U(UD) -x(uu) on backward 
resp. forward arcs. The capacity of a red arc uu (u E P(U)) is defined by 
c(uu):=min{b(S)-~(S)(SEF,UES,U$S}. 
We remark that all arcs in E, have positive capacity. In particular, u EP(u) implies 
that there is no strict set SE F with u ES, u $ S. 
A vector dx’ E R Ex is called a circulation if 
LlX(&(O)) -dx(6,(u)) = 0 (ue V 
where 6,(S) denotes the set of all arcs from E, leaving S C K 6+(S) and 6”(S) are 
defined similarly. A circulation dx is called (*)-feasible [feasible] if it satisfies the 
capacity constraints on E, [E,]. A circulation dx in G, defines a vector X’E RE in 
G by 
x’(uu) := (x @ dx)(uu) := x(uu) + Llx(2.N) - dx(uu) 
for all uu E E (we interprete dx(uu) by 0 if an arc uu does not occur in G,). 
For given feasible, submodular flow x’, we define 
x’(uu) - x(uu) if x’(uu) > x(uu), uu E E, , 
dx(uu) := x(w) -x’(w) if x(uu) >x’(uu), uu E E-, (2.5) 
0 otherwise 
for all uu E E,,.. 
Lemma 2.2. Let x,x’ be feasible, submodular flows. Then Ax, defined by (2.3, 
satisfies 
Ax(6, (0)) - Ax@,(u)) = x’(S(o>) - x’(&u)) - [x(6(0)) -x(&u))l. 
Proof. On the right-hand-side of the equation arcs e with x(e) =x’(e) make no con- 
tribution, they add up to zero. On the corresponding forward and backward arcs on 
the left-hand-side, Ax vanishes. If x(e) <x’(e), then x(e) < u(e), i.e. e is a forward 
arc and Ax(e) =x’(e) -x(e). Therefore, an arc e contributes the same amount on 
both sides of the equation. Finally, x’(e) <x(e) implies /(e) <x(e), i.e. if e = UU, then 
uu is a backward arc and AX(W) =x(e) -x’(e). Again, the contribution of such arcs 
is the same on both sides of the equation. 0 
We will prove the existence of a (&)-feasible, nonnegative circulation AZ with 
Afl E+UE_ = Ax. It suffices to prove the existence of a nonnegative flow AZ 1 E, for 
multiple sources and sinks (u E V) with 
AR(&(o)) - AZ(&(u)) = p(u) (0 E V) (2.6) 
where /3(u) :=x(6(6)) -x(8(u)) - [x’(&o)) -x’(&u))] for all u E V’. Here, u E V is 
called a source if p(u) < 0, and is called a sink, if p(u) > 0. We remind that cs and rr’, 
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defined by 
a’(S) :=x’@(S)) -x/(6(S)) (S c V), 
are modular functions on 2”. Therefore, we may continue p, as defined above, to a 
modular function on 2”: 
/3(S) := a(S) - a’(S) (S c V). (2.7) 
Clearly, 0 = p(V) = C,,, v p(u). A subset S c V is called a kernel (with respect to E,) 
if do(S) = 0. For example, let u E V. Then, P(u) is a kernel as no red arc leaves P(u). 
Lemma 2.3. A nonnegative flow ABIEO satisfying (2.6) for all v E V exists iff 
0 5 p(X) for all kernels X c K 
Proof. We consider the (red) network N=N(KEa) with sources S (p(v) < 0) and 
sinks T (p(v) >O). For the application of the usual max-flow-min-cut theorem we 
adjoin an auxiliary source s, an auxiliary sink t, and arcs {s} x S and T x {t] with 
capacities c(su) := -p(u) resp. c(vt) :=/3(v). Here, red arcs have infinite capacity. 
Then, a flow with value p(T) exists iff c(X, x) rfl(T) for all partitions {X, x} of 
VU {s, t} with s E X, t E x. If (X, X), the set of all arcs in N leaving X, contains a 
red arc, then that inequality is trivially satisfied. Otherwise, 
c(X,x)=-P(Sflx)+/?(TflX) 
Deletion of s, t together with p(V) = 0 leads to the claimed result. 0 
Lemma 2.3 can be used to show the following 
Theorem 2.4. Let x, x’ befeasible, submodularflo ws. Then there exists a (*)-feasible, 
nonnegative circulation Ax in G, such that x’=x @ Ax. 
Proof. It suffices to verify the condition in Lemma 2.3. For XE (0, V}, /3(X) = 0. 
Now, let 0 5x5 V be a kernel. Then 
X=U{P(u)lzEX}. 
Clearly, X c {P(u) ( u EX}. Now assume ‘5’. Then there exist u, v E V with u EX, 
v E P(u) \X. Hence, uv is a red arc leaving X contrary to the assumption that X is a 
kernel. Now, p(X) 5: 0 is equivalent to o’(X) 5 o(X). A connected component Y of 
the hypergraph (P(u) ] u EX} is the intersection of a family of pairwise co-disjoint 
strict sets (cf. Lemma 2. l), say Y = n Y;. Therefore, 
a(Y) = b(x) for all i. 
Since CJ is modular on 2”, we get 
o(Y) = cr(n Y) + o(V) = c a(x) = z b(K). 
I , 
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Similarly, a’(Y) = C, a’(Y) I C, b(Y). Adding up the components, modularity 
implies a’(X) 5 a(X). 0 
Theorem 2.4 shows that the difference of two feasible, submodular flows can be ex- 
pressed in terms of a (+)-feasible, nonnegative circulation in the auxiliary graph G,. 
G, generalizes the concept of the incremental graph in flow theory, of the border- 
graph in matroid intersection theory and of a certain auxiliary graph in independent 
flow theory (cf. Fujishige [3] or Zimmermann [8]). It is well known that nonnegative 
circulations ($0) can be decomposed in positive circuit flows, i.e. 
dx = c dx(C;, q;) 
where each C, is a directed circuit in G, and the circulation dx(C,, vi) has constant 
value vi > 0 on the arcs of C; but vanishes on all other arcs. The number of circuits 
in that decomposition can be bounded by the nurnber of positive-valued arcs in the 
circulation dx. 
Different from flow theory but similar to matroid intersection theory it may 
happen that x @ dx is not a feasible, submodular flow even if dx is a feasible, posi- 
tive circuit flow in G,. Next we will develop a sufficient criterion which excludes 
such a behavior. Let dx(C, q) be a feasible, positive circuit flow in G,. W.1.o.g. we 
assume that C does not contain consecutive red arcs. Otherwise, if uu, vt E Care red 
arcs, then we may shortcut C by replacing both arcs by the red arc uf (u E P(u), 
t E P(u) a t E P(u)! ). We consider another graph Gc corresponding to C in which 
the red arcs of C are the vertices, and in which two vertices UD and TS are linked by an 
arc (uu, rs) iff us is a red arc in G,. We call C admissible if G, does not contain a 
directed circuit. Equivalently, C is admissible if it is possible to assign indices to the 
red arcs of C, say ul o,, u2 u2, . . . . uk uk such that G, does not contain a red arc of the 
form U; Vj with 1 pi <j 5 k. We remark that such an arc ui uj may be used to shortcut 
C. Therefore, in particular, C is admissible if it admits no red shortcut arc. 
Before proving that circuit flows dx on admissible circuits lead to submodular 
flows x @ dx we recall some results from Frank [2] which facilitate the proof. 
We consider families (XP) of members XP E F which are pairwise co-disjoint, i.e. 
XP U X, = I/ for p # fi, and which have nonempty intersection, i.e. n X, f 0. The 
finite set of all these families is denoted by Fn. Then, we define P by 
~:={nx,l(x,)~Fn)U(V), (2.8) 
and 6:E-R by 6(V):=O and by 
6(X):=min{ c b(X,)I(X,)EFn,X=nX,} (2.9) 
for X EP. Since F c $” 6(S) I b(S) for all S E F. Therefore, a(X) 5 6(X) for all 
X E E implies o(S) 5 b(S) for all SE F. Since the minimum in (2.9) is attained for 
some (X,), we get 
6(X) = c b(X,) 2 c 0(X,) = a(X) 
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for all X EF provided that o(S) I b(S) for all S E F. Thus, both sets of inequalities 
define the same set of submodular flows. Let E : F--t R, E^ : P-+ R be defined by 
E(S) := b(S) - a(S), &(X) :=6(X) - o(X) 
for all S E F, X E I? Then, we get 
KsEF:&(S)LO 0 VXEi?EI(X)TO. (2.10) 
We remark, that P(U) EE for all u E I/ (with respect o some submodular flow x). 
Furtheron, &P(U)) = 0. 
Lemma 2.5. For all X, YE fl with X fl Y # 0: 
(1) Xnx XUYEE 
(2) 6(X) + 6(r) L 6(x n Y) + 6(x u Y). 
Let x be a feasible, submodular flow. Then 
(3) C(W) = min{.?(X) IXEF, u EX, 0 eX} for all 0 cP(u). 
Proof. For (1) and (2) we refer to Frank [2]. That proof, given for this case R = Z, 
remains valid in the general case of ordered commutative groups. 
(3) By definition, 
c(uu)=min{&(S)(SEF,uES,U$S). 
Therefore, F c P and E(S) I E(S) for all S E F implies ‘2’ in (3). Let X EE with 
u~X,u$Xandlet6(X)=Cb(X,)forsome(X,)~F~.Then,u~X,andu$X,for 
some Q. Now, 
E”(X) = c E(Xfi) = &(X&J + c E(XP) 2 &(X,) 
fife 
leads to ‘I’ in (3). 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let x be a feasible, submodular flow. If Ax(C, p) is a feasible, non- 
negative circuit flow on an admissible circuit C in G,, then x @ Ax is a feasible, 
submodular flow. 
Proof. x0 :=x @Ax satisfies the capacity constraints since Ax is (+-)-feasible. Let 
oe(Y):=xc(&P)) -x0(8(Y)) for all Y c V. Due to (2.10) it suffices to show that 
g(X) 2 se(X) for all X EI? By (2.6) and (2.7), we get 
q,(Y)=a(Y)-fi(Y)~a(Y)+dx(&(Y)) 
Ia(Y)-tc(~5~(Y)nC) for all YC V. 
Since 6(X) L o(X) for all X EP, it suffices to prove 
c(&(X) n C) I E(X) for all X E 8. (2.11) 
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For abbreviation, let C(X) := S,(X) tl C denote the red arcs of C leaving X. E” is a 
nonnegative function on I? Therefore, the case C(X) = 0 is trivial. We assume 
C(X) = lu, VI, u202, --., QUk) 
with k L 1. Since C is admissible, we may 
ujoieEo for 1 si<jlk. 
Next, we show 
assume w.1.o.g. that 
(2.12) 
C(XUP(Ul)U”‘UP(U,~,))=(UjUj, .oe,U,Uk} (2.13) 
for 1 <j 5 k. The nontrivial part is ‘2 ‘. Assume q, E P(q) for some i sj - 1 <p. 
Then u, uV E E. contrary to (2.12). 
By ui E P(q) EF for all I I is k, we find 
U::=XUP(u,)U...UP(uj)EE 
for all 1 (j < k. Let W, :=X. Due to Lemma 2.5(2), E is a submodular function on 
I? We remind that &(P(u;)) = 0 for all 1 I i I k. Therefore, by induction 
k-- 2 
C(Wk-*)1EI(X)-_ E^(WjflP(Z$+,)). 
J=O 
Due to (2.13), u,+, Uj+r is a red arc leaving Wj fl P(Uj + ,) for 0 i j I k - 2 and uk uk is 
a red arc leaving wk _ ). Therefore, by Lemma 2.5(3) 
k~l 
c(uk uk) S t(X) - C C(Z$ Uj) 
,=I 
which implies (2.11). 0 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 lead to an ‘augmenting’ circuit method for solving the cur- 
dinality problem 
max{x(e) 1 x feasible, submodular flow} 
for given arc e E E. 
(2.14) 
At first, we assume that an arbitrary feasible, submodular flow x is given. If G, 
contains no directed circuit with arc e, then x is optimal by Theorem 2.4. Otherwise 
there exists such a circuit, i.e. for e= uu there exists a shortest directed path y from u 
to u in G,. Then y U { uu} is an admissible circuit. We push as much flow q > 0 
around that circuit as possible subject to the capacities in G,. Then, by Theorem 
2.6, x’ :=x @ dx(C, q) is a feasible, submodular flow with x’(e) > x(e). We replace x 
by x’ and iterate. 
In general, the number of iterations may be infinite. For the special case of real- 
valued network flows such a behavior is well-known (cf. Ponstein [7]). Otherwise, in 
the integral case, i.e. R = Z, finiteness is trivial. But then (2.14) can be solved by the 
algorithm in Frank [2]. 
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Nevertheless, for a single iteration we can derive complexity bounds in the same 
manner as proposed in Frank [2]. If an efficient algorithm for solving 
min{b(S)-a(S)ISEF,uES,o$S} (u, a E V 
is available, then dx(C, q) can efficiently be constructed. If the minimum is nega- 
tive, then x is not submodular. If the minimum is zero, then u $ P(U). Otherwise, 
u E P(U) and the minimum equals C(UD). We remark that, in principle, an efficient al- 
gorithm for minimizing real-valued submodular functions is developed in Grotschel, 
Lovasz and Schrijver [4] using the ellipsoid method. 
Finally in this section, we consider existence and construction of an initial 
feasible, submodular flow. We will proceed similar to ideas in Frank [2]. 
Theorem 2.1. A feasible, submodular flow exists if and only if 
(1) ; b(X,) 1 j(W)) - u(4X)) 
for all X c V where X is partitioned into fl, Xi with (XL) E F-,, i = 1,2, . . . . k. More- 
over, (1) is equivalent o 
(2) c 6(X’) 2 /(6(X)) - u(d(X)) 
i 
for all X c V where X is partitioned into X’ E F, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is implied by (2.8) and (2.9). Replacing x(e) 
by n(e) =x(e) - j(e) leads to equivalent constraints 
0 5 x(e) 5 u(e) - I(e) (e EE), 
d(X) I 6(x) := 6(X) - I (6(X)) + I (6(X)) (XEE) 
where 6 is again submodular on F. Therefore, it suffices to prove (2) in the case I = 0. 
If a feasible, submodular flow X exists, then 
c 6(X’) 2 c 0(X’) = a(X) 2 -24(6(X)). 
Thus, (2) is a necessary condition. For proving sufficiency we consider a further 
equivalent problem in a larger graph e. We adjoin a new vertex s and new arc su 
with /(su) = 0, U(SU) = u(~(u)) for each o E K Let 
6(X) := 6(X) + “FX U(6(0)) (XEP). 
Then, a feasible, submodular flow with respect to G exists if and only if a feasible, 
submodular flow with respect to C? exists and satisfies x(su) = U(SD) for all u E K A 
flow in the new graph will be denoted by x = (y, z) where y and z correspond to the 
old and new arcs. Similarly, 6 =: 15~ is partitioned into $, and eZ (6X = c?~ + cZ). 
Now, validity of (2) implies 
6(X) = 6(X) + c U(6(U)) 2 6(X) + 24(6(X)) L 0. 
UEX 
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Therefore, the zero-flow is submodular and there exists a feasible, submodular flow 
x = (r, z) in which z is maximal, i.e. no component z(e) may be increased without 
decreasing another component z(e’), e # e’. We assume z(so) < u(su) for some u E V. 
We consider directed paths in e, starting in IJ which do not use backward arcs 
corresponding to new arcs. Using Theorem 2.6, a path from u to s with final red arc 
leads to an ‘augmenting’ circuit increasing the value of z(su) without decreasing any 
other component of z contrary to the assumed maximality of z. Let X denote the set 
of all vertices which can be reached via such paths. Then, there is no red arc leaving 
X. Therefore, X is the union of nonempty, disjoint, and strict members Xiep, 
i = 1,2, . . . . k. We get 
tfy(X) = c &Xi). (2.15) 
Further, no forward resp. backward arc corresponding to an arc in G leaves X. Thus, 
CY(X) = -24(6(X)). 
Since z(s0) < u(su), we get 
(2.16) 
%(X) <,FX u(&u)). (2.17) 
(2.15)-(2.17) imply 
c b^(X’) + “& U(d(b)) = c &Xi) < +(4X)) +,,FX 4&n)) 
contrary to (2). q 
Theorem 2.7 implies well-known existence theorems for network flows, poly- 
matroid intersections, independent network flows, polymatroidal network flows in 
the general group-valued case (cf. Zimmermann [9]). The necessary reductions to 
the submodular flow problem can be found in Edmonds and Giles [l] and in 
Zimmermann [9]. For directed cut k-packings and directed cut k-coverings the 
reductions in Edmonds and Giles [1] together with Theorem 2.7 lead to further 
group-valued existence theorems. 
On the other hand, the proof of sufficiency in Theorem 2.7 shows how to con- 
struct a feasible, submodular flow using ‘augmenting’ circuits. If no ‘augmenting’ 
circuit exists, then a set X violating (1) can easily be determined. 
3. A general strategy for minimization 
In this section (R, +, 0, _ -=) is a totally ordered, commutative ring with zero 0 and 
unity 1. Thus, in particular (R, +, 5) is a totally ordered, commutative group as in 
Section 2. We discuss a general strategy for minimizing an objective function 
f: D -+ T where D c Rn and where (T, I) is a totally ordered set. We use the same 
notation ‘5’ for the order relations in R and T but from the context it will always be 
clear which is meant specifically. A typical example is a linear function f(x) = cTx 
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with c E R” and R = TE {Z, Q, IR}. The set of feasible solutions is denoted by P 
(CD). Thus the minimization problem reads 
min {f(x) j x E P>. (3.1) 
The strategy developed for solving (3.1) may be modified for maximization prob- 
lems in a straightforward way. Although, in this paper, we are mainly interested in 
the case where P denotes the set of all feasible, submodular flows (cf. Section 2), we 
describe the strategy for arbitrary P. Our approach continues a discussion in 
Zimmermann [9]. 
A naive extension of usual convexity definitions to our algebraic structure leads to 
some difficulties. Let x, y, E R”. Then 
[x,y]:={x+A(y-x)IOSMJER). 
Let S c R”. Then S is called convex with respect to R, if [x, y] c S for all x, y E S. 
The convex cone generated by S with respect to R consists in all nonnegative, finite, 
linear combinations of the elements of S, i.e. 
coneR(S):= f AiXiIXiES,AiER+;VIE N 
i 
where R +:={AER~A~O}. 
i=l I 
For example, let R =Z. Then, S := {2,5} = [2,5], is convex with respect to z and 
coneR(S) = {2J1 + 5A2 1 A,, A2 E Z,}. Intuitively, we expect that [2,5] includes {3,4}, 
and that coneR (S) coincides with Z, . To avoid such difficulties, we introduce 
[O,h]‘:=(rlxIrl~R+;~~,~~R++:~x=~uh,0(1;/1111~} 
for h E R” with R ++:=R+\{O). For XER” we define S+x=(y+xly~S}. Then, 
an appropriate interval is given by [x, y]’ :=x + [x, y -xl’. The corresponding 
‘strongly’ convex cone is 
for S c R”. Now, for R = 2?, [2,5]‘= {2,3,4,5) and cone; ({2,5}) = i7+. If R is a 
field, then [x, y] = [x, y]’ and coneR(S) = cone;(S). 
We will only consider functions with one of the following properties. 
Property 3.1. Let x E D and S c D. Zf f (x) 5 f(y) for ally E S, then 
(a) f(x) s f (z) for all z E [x + coneR (S -x)] fl D 
or, even stronger, then 
(b) f(x) If(z) for all z E [x + conei (S -x)] n D. 
In a field Property 3.1(a) and Property 3.1(b) coincide. Both properties enable the 
use of local optimality criteria in order to prove optimality in the cone generated by 
the neighborhood considered. If the set of all feasible solutions is covered by that 
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cone, then global optimality is applied. Therefore, we make the following 
assumption on the structure of P. 
Property 3.2. There exists P’ L P and, for all x E PI, there exists a ‘neighborhood’ 
Q(x) c P’ such that 
(4 P c x + coneR (Q(x) - x) 
or, such that 
(b) P c x + conek (Q(x) - x). 
For solving the minimization problem (3.1) the following general strategy is 
proposed in Zimmermann [9]. 
General strategy for solving (3.1) 
Step 1. Find x E P’. 
Step 2. If x is optimal in Q(x), stop. 
Step 3. Find Y E Q(x) with f(y) <f(x); x :=y and go to Step 2. 
Validity of the strategy is implied by Property 3.1(a) and Property 3.2(a) or by 
Property 3.1(b) and Property 3.2(b). 
For example, let R = IR and let P be a polytope. Then, linear functions satisfy 
Property 3.1 (D = R). Let P’ be the set of all vertices of P, and let Q(x) denote the set 
of all vertices adjacent to XE P’. Hence, Property 3.2 is satisfied. The general 
strategy is a rough description of the primal Simplex method. We observe that an 
arbitrary real-valued function satisfying Property 3.1 will attain its minimum over a 
polytope at a vertex of the polytope. 
Given an objective function f: D + T, it may be difficult to prove that f satisfies 
Property 3.1 (D = fR”). Let P’ be the set of all vertices of P, and let Q(x) denote the 
set of all vertices adjacent to x E P’. Hence, Property 3.2 is satisfied. The general 
A necessary condition for property 3. I(a/b) is 
f(x) If(Y) = f(x) rf(x + A(Y -x)) (3.2) 
for all x, Y E D, A E R, with x + A(y -x) ED. A stronger, necessary condition for 
Property 3.1(b) is 
[~~>O:J‘(X)If(X+~U(Y-x))l *f(x)~f(x+~(Y-x)) (3.3) 
for all x,y~D, AER, with x+A(y-X)ED and with x+p(y-x)ED. If R is a 
field, then (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent. 
Another necessary condition for Property 3.l(a/b) is 
f(X)~f(Y),f(X)~f(Z) *f(x)sf(x+(Y-x)+ (z-x)) (3.4) 
for all x, y, z ED with Y + z -x ED. If R = Z and D = Z”, then (3.4) is equivalent 
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with Property 3.1(a). In the case 05 Z”, (3.4) does not necessarily imply Property 
3.1(a). 
While (3.2) and (3.3) are conditions on the behavior off in one direction (on the 
‘ray’) starting in x and passing through y), (3.4) connects the behavior off in 
different directions. Together, the necessary conditions are often sufficient. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a totally ordered, commutative ring and let D = R”. Then 
Property 3.1(b) is equivalent o (3.3) and (3.4). 
Proof. Let S c R” and let y’, y2, . . . . ym ES. Then, by (3.4), 
f(x)~f(x+4(Y’-X)) 
foralllieR+,i=l,2 ,..., m. By induction, (3.3) leads to 
f(x) sf(x+ C Ai(Y’-x)). 
Thus, f(x) 5 f(z) for all z E x -t coneR (S -x). Now, let y E x + cone; (S -x). Then y = 
x + q Y with ,UZ E coneR (S -x) for some q E R, , p E R,, . Therefore, f (x) 5 f (x + pz) 
and, by (3.4), f(x) sf(x + qz). 0 
If Ds R”, then (3.3) and (3.4) are not sufficient, in general. For fields the following 
result is proved in Zimmermann [9]. 
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a totally ordered commutative field and let D c R” be a 
convex set. Then Property 3.1(a) is equivalent o (3.2) and (3.4). 
In the case R = L, a result similar to Proposition 3.4 is not known. Even if D c Z” 
is strongly convex, counterexamples show that (3.3) and (3.4) do not imply Property 
3.1(a), in general. 
Let R be a totally Archimedean ordered field (ring), i.e. a subfield (subring, in the 
case of a nontrivial multiplication) of the real numbers. Let D c R” be strongly 
convex. Then, (3.2) and (3.3) may be simplified to conditions (3.2)’ and (3.3)’ which 
differ from (3.2) and (3.3) in the range of the parameter 1: AER,~ is replaced by 
0 I A I 1. In particular, (3.2) reduces to quasiconcavity: 
f(x)sf(y) -f(x) sf(z) (3.2)‘ 
for all x, y E D and for all z E [x, y]. Together with (3.4), (3.2)’ implies (3.2) and 
(3.3)’ implies (3.3). From Proposition 3.4, we derive: 
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a subfield of the real numbers and let D c R” be a convex 
set. Then Property 3.1 is equivalent o (3.4) and quasiconcavity. 
A characterization of functions with Properties 3.l(a/b) is not known. For 
examples, we refer to the next section. 
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4. Objective functions 
In this section we prove that some classes of important objective functions satisfy 
Property 3.1(b). The functions considered are linear functions or quotients of linear 
functions with respect to the underlying different algebraic structures. 
At first, let R be a totally ordered, commutative field. It is not necessary that R is 
Archimedean. A function g : R” + R, defined by g(x) = cTx+ a for some given 
c E R”, a E R, is called linear. Here c’x := clxI + c2x2 + ... + c,x,. 
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a totally ordered, commutative field and let g, h be linear 
functions on R”. Let D:={x~R”lh(x)>O}. Then f :D-+R, defined by f(x):= 
g(x)/h(x), satisfies Property 3.1(b). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show (3.2), (3.4) and the convexity of D. 
Letg(x)=cTx+a, h(x)=dTx+j3forxER”. 
(3.2): Let x, y ED. Then f(x) 5 f(y) is equivalent to 
(dTy)(cTx) + a(dTy) + p(cTx) 5 (cry)(dTx) + a(dTx) + ,&c*y). 
Let A E R,, and multiply both sides by A. Then, by adding 
(1 - A)[(dTx)(cTx) + a(dTx) + /?(cTx)] 
on both sides, we find a similar inequality with y replaced by x+ A(y-x). Thus, 
f(x) sf(x+ A(Y -x)). 
In particular, (3.2) is satisfied by the linear function h. Therefore, D is convex. 
(3.4): Letx,y,zED. Thenf(x)If(y), f(x)<f(z)implies 
g(x)[h(Y) + h(z)1 5 h(x)MY) +&)I. 
We subtract g(x)h(x) on both sides. Now, 
g(Y+z-x) =g(y)+g(z)-g(x), 
h(y+z-x)=h(y)+h(z)-h(x) 
implies f(x)sf(y+z-x). 0 
Standard examples are quotients of (affine) linear functions in the case R E 
{Q, IR}. A non-Archimedean example is the following. Let Q[t] denote the totally 
ordered ring of all polynomials in t with rational coefficients. a E Q[t] is positive if 
the coefficient of the largest appearing power of t is positive. For a, /I E Q[t] we 
have a <p if p - a is positive. This non-Archimedean order relation induces the 
non-Archimedean order relation on the quotient-field Q(t) of Q[t]. For a/P E Q(t), 
we have a//3 > 0 if a/3 > 0. The explicit form of the corresponding quotient func- 
tions looks quite complicated. In particular, quotients of functions as in (4.6) (cf. 
below) may appear. 
Secondly, let R be a totally ordered, commutative ring. A totally ordered, com- 
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mutative group (H, *, I) is called a totally ordered module (over R) if an external 
composition 0 : R xH-+H with the following properties is given: 
(a/?)Ela=aO(PUa), 
(a+P) q la= (a! q la)*(/? q la), 
aO(a*b) = (aOa)*(aOb), 
(4.1) 
llJa=a 
for all a, PER, a,bEHand 
a~/IoalEIc~/3lIlc, 
a5boyOacyOb 
(4.2) 
for all cl, /3, y E R with y > 0 and for all a, b, c E H with c > e, where e denotes the 
neutral element of H. A very important property satisfied by the group H is the 
cancellation rule: 
ash e a*csb*c (4.3) 
for all a, b, c E H. Now, an algebraic linear function f : R” -+ H is defined by 
f(x):=xTOa:=(x, q a,)*...*(x,Oa,) (xER”) (4.4) 
for given a E H”. 
Theorem 4.2. Let H be a totally ordered module and let f be an algebraic linear 
function. Then f satisfies property 3.1(b) (D = R”). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, it suffices to prove (3.3) and (3.4). By (4.1)-(4.4), 
f(x) (f(x+~z) * esf(z) (4.5) 
for all x, y, z E R” and for all p E R with p >O. Therefore, (3.3) is valid. Let x, y, z E R”. 
Then, by(4.5)f(x)sf(y), f(x)sf(z)isequivalent toe<f(y-x), e<f(z-x). Thus, 
f(x)sf(x)*f(r-x)*f(z-x)=f(y+z-x). 
Therefore, (3.4) is valid. 0 
Standard examples are usual linear functions where H is the additive group of real 
numbers, R E (77, Q, IR} and the external composition coincides with usual multi- 
plication. Similarly, the additive group of a totally ordered, commutative ring is a 
totally ordered module. In particular, let Z[t] denote the totally ordered ring of all 
polynomials in t with integral coefficients. Z[t] is a subring of the above considered 
Q[t]. The additive group of Z[t] is a module over Z’[t] where the external composi- 
tion coincides with the internal multiplication of polynomials. A linear algebraic 
function f:Z[t]“+Z[t], defined by f(x)=xTOa with aj =C a;jt’ (j=1,2, . . ..n). 
has the explicit form 
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forxEZ[t] withxj=CPx,jtP(j=l,2,..., n). Further, a totally ordered, commuta- 
tive group is a totally ordered module over the integral numbers. In particular, the 
lexicographically ordered, additive group Z” of integral vectors is a totally ordered 
module over Z. A totally ordered, commutative, divisible group is a totally ordered 
vectorspace over the rational numbers (cf. Zimmermann [S]). 
Thirdly, let R be a subring of the real numbers. The following ordered algebraic 
structure generalizing totally ordered modules over R is thoroughly treated in 
Zimmermann [8]. A totally ordered, commutative semigroup (H, *, i) with neutral 
element e is called a weakly cancellative d-monoid if 
a*c=b*c* a=bva*c=c, 
asb=,ZTgEH:a*g=b 
(4.7) 
for all a, 6, c E H. However, the cancellation rule (4.3) is not valid, in general. The 
existence of an external composition 0 : R x H -+ H with (4.1) and (4.2) implies that 
H is a totally ordered module over R and therefore, in particular, that H is a group. 
If an external composition 0 : R + x H + H is given satisfying (4.1) and ‘ * ’ in (4.2) 
on R, as well as 
OOa=e forallaEH. 
then H is called a totally ordered semimodule over R,. A totally ordered semi- 
module H without idempotent elements, i.e. 
a*afa for all afe, 
is called an extended semimodule over R, and satisfies (4.2) on R, . An associated 
index function A : H -r, where r denotes a certain totally ordered set with mini- 
mum A0 = n(e), plays an important role in the characterization of extended semi- 
modules. Besides some elementary properties 
A(a 0 a) = A(a), 
A(a * b) = max(A(a), A(b)) 
(4.8) 
for all a, b E H, (r E R, with (Y > 0, the following proposition turns out to be highly 
useful. For a proof we refer to Zimmermann [8, p. 1061. 
Proposition 4.3. Let H be an extended semimodule over R, with associated index 
function /2. Then 
(1) a<a*b # e<br\A(a)sA(b), 
(2) a=a*b o e=bvA(a)>A(b), 
(3) a>a*b @ e>br\A(a)=& 
for all a, 6, c E H. If (r < p or l(a) 5 A(b), then 
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(4) (ana)*b=(poa)*c*b=[(p-a)Ua]*c 
for ail a, b, c E H and for all a, /I E R, with ct 5 8. 
Proposition 4.3 replaces the missing cancellation rule (4.3) of modules. An 
algebraic linear function f: R: + H, defined by f(x) :=xT 0 a (cf. (4.4)) for some 
given a E H”, may not be continued on R”, in general. Therefore, Proposition 3.3 
does not apply. Now, D = RT is strongly convex. But, as R is not necessarily a field, 
Proposition 3.4 does not apply, too. Nevertheless, a direct proof of Property 3.1(b) 
can be given using Proposition 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Let H be an extended semimodule over the nonnegative cone R, of a 
subring R of the real numbers. Let f be an algebraic linear function on D := R:. 
Then f satisfies Property 3.1 (b). 
Proof. Let f (x) :=xT 0 a for some given a E H”. Let S c R, , x E R: with f (x) 5 f(y) 
for all y E S. We have to prove f(x) I-f(y) for all y E [x + cone; (S -x)1 fl R”, . The 
case y =x is trivial. Otherwise, y =x+ qz E R: for some q > 0 and for some z E R” 
with pz=Cy,z; for some y;>O, p>O and for some z,ES-x, i-l,2 ,..., m. 
Clearly, x+zi E R: for all i. 
We split vectors of R” in positive and negative parts. For (Y E R let a, := a if a 2 0 
and a+ = 0 otherwise. Then a_ := a+ - a. For u E R” we define u, and u_ in the 
same manner componentwise. Then u = U, - u_. 
Due to our assumptions, f(x+ z;) 2 f(x) for all i. By (4.1) and (4.2) 
xTCla*(zj+)TC!arxTCla*(zi_)TCla (4.9) 
for all i. Since x L zi_ for all i, (4.8) implies 
1(x-r- 0 a) 2 A((y;z;_)T 0 a) 
for all i. Therefore 
(X’r 0 a) * ( C Yizj+)T 0 a 2 XT 0 CI *( C YiXi_)T 0 a. 
Suppose ‘<’ in (4.10). Then, by (4.8) and Proposition 4.3(l), 
(~,+)~Oa<(z~_)~Oa 
(4.10) 
and A(xT 0 a) I A((~,z;_)~ 0 a) for some i which leads to a contradiction with (4.9). 
NOW, ,DZ = C y,zi implies 
M++u=C Y;Z;+, p(z_+u=c y,z, 
for some u E R: . By cancellation of zfT q a in (4.10) using Proposition 4.3(4), we get 
xTCla*~O(z~Ua)rxTOa*~O(z~Ela). (4.11) 
Similarly, as (4.9) led to (4.10), (4.11) implies 
xTOa*qCl(zfOa)LxTOa*qO(zfOa). 
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The left-hand side is equal to 
(x+~z)TuC?*f/O(zToa), 
and x 2 qz_ implies A(q 13 (z? 0 a) sA(xT 0 a). By Proposition 4.3(l), we may 
cancel q 0 (zf 0 a). Thus, f(x+ qz) Lo. 0 
Several examples for algebraic linear objective functions can be found in 
Zimmermann [8, pp. 246-2481. In particular, the time cost objective function 
f : R: -+ R2 with f(x) := (d(x), c(x)) defined by 
d(X) := ITlaX{dj IXj > O}, C(X) := C Xj 
d, = d(x) 
for given d E I?“, is an algebraic linear objective function. Here, lR2 is endowed with 
the lexicographic order relation. We remark that the bottleneck objective function 
d: If?: -+ m does not satisfy Property 3.1(b), in general. 
Finally, let R be a totally ordered, commutative ring and let A : R” -+ R satisfy 
(3.3)and(3.4)fori=1,2 ,..., m. In addition, we assume that, if a (resp. at least one) 
strict inequality appears in the assumption of (3.3) (resp. 3.4) then a strict inequality 
is implied in (3.3) (resp. 3.4). Then, f: R”+ Rm defined by f(x) = (f,(x), . . . . f,(x)) 
satisfies Property 3.1(b) with respect to the lexicographic order relation on R’“. 
Objective functions f: D + T given in this section can be minimized using the 
general strategy in Section 3. For feasible, submodular flows such an approach is 
discussed in the following section. We remind that those objective functions can 
also be minimized over (rational) polytopes (CD) provided that R = [R (R = Q). 
Then, the general strategy generates a sequence of adjacent vertices with strictly 
decreasing objective function values. 
5. Minimization on submodular flows 
In this section we consider the minimization of objective functions f: D + T 
satisfying Property 3.1(b), i.e. 
min(f(x) IxEP} (5.1) 
where P denotes the set of all feasible, submodular flows. We assume that D con- 
tains the set of all vectors XE RE with /5x 5 U. For x E P, let 
Q(x):={x@dxld x is a (*)-feasible, positive circuit flow in G.Y). 
Then, Theorem 2.4 and the subsequent remarks imply 
P c [x + cone; (Q(x) -x)] 
Thus, by Property 3.1(b), it suffices to prove local optimality, i.e. 
f(x) If(y) for allyE Q(x), (5.2) 
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in order to show that x minimizes f on P. 
Unfortunately, Q(x) is not necessarily a subset of P. Therefore, we may find 
y E Q(x) with f(y) <f(x) and y $ P. We will prove that, in this case, there exists 
y’~ Q(x) with f(y’) < f(x) andy’~ P. 
Let CRY denote the set of all circuits in G, on which a feasible, positive circuit flow 
exists. For C E CRY a circuit flow on C with value A E R, on its arcs is denoted by 
dx(C, 1). Clearly, dx(C, A) is (+)-feasible, if 
OI~Imin(c(uu)Iuo~C,Uu~E~} 
and is feasible, if 
0 5 A 5 min{c(uu) 124~ E C} =: 6(C). 
By definition, 6(C) > 0. In order to prove local optimality, it suffices to consider 
dx(C, p) for some 0 <,u 5 6(C). 
From (3.3) we get 
f(x) If(xOdx(C, p)) = f(x) ~f(xO~x(C, A)) 
for all 0 < A 5 6(C). We call C E CY negative if 
f(x) >f(x Odx(C, p)) 
for some p with 0 < ,u 5 6(C). If CY contains a negative circuit then it contains a 
negative circuit admitting only such red shortcutting arcs which do not lead to a 
negative circuit. We call such a negative circuit a short negative circuit. In 
particular, a negative circuit of shortest length is a short negative circuit. 
Theorem 5.1. Let f satisfy Property 3.1 (b) and let x E P. If C E cX is a short negative 
circuit, then 
(1) X@dX(C,A)EP 
for all 0 5 A I 6(C), and 
(2) f(x) >f (x 0 dx(C, A)) 
for all 0 <A 5 6(C). 
Proof. Due to the preceding remarks and Theorem 2.6 it suffices to show that C is 
admissible. A short negative circuit does not contain consecutive red arcs. In Section 
2 we defined the graph Cc in which the red arcs of C are the vertices, and in which 
two vertices uu and rs are linked by an arc (uu, rs) iff us is a red arc in G,. We 
suppose that C is not admissible. Then, by definition, Cc contains a circuit K. Each 
arc of K together with a suitable piece of C defines a circuit in G,. (See Fig. 1.) 
These induced circuits, say Cj for 1 5 i I k, cover each non-red arc from C the same 
number of times, say r. 
To be more precise, we choose such an arc and, beginning at its head, pass 
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through C in the direction of C. Then, r is the number of those arcs from K the tails 
of which we meet before meeting its head. r is independent of the chosen arc of 
C(!). 
,-- - 
x 
--_ \ 
II ci 
\ 
I I c 
\ 1 
\ / ._- , --* 
Fig. 1. Induced circuits C,, 1 5 is k, with two red arcs (+) in C linked by a red arc (+) from K. 
Now, we define 
0 < iu := min(G(C), min(G(C,) 1 1 5 i 5 k)). 
Then, 
X@OX(C, r.p) =X0 [ j, dX(Ci, p) . 1 
Therefore, by Property 3.1(b) the assumption 
f(x) <I-(x @MC,, p)) 
for 1 I i I k leads to the contradiction f(x) sf(x@dx(C, p)). Otherwise, the exis- 
tence of a negative circuit among the Ci, 1 5 i I k, contradicts the assumption that C 
is a short negative circuit. Hence, C is admissible. 0 
Theorem 5.1 shows that, if x is not locally optimal, then we can construct a nega- 
tive circuit which yields a better feasible, submodular flow. Once a negative circuit is 
determined, a short negative circuit can be found by using red shortcutting arcs. 
Theorem 5.1 implies the following 
Theorem 5.2. Let f satisfy Property 3.1(b). Then x E P is a minimum solution iff cx 
does not contain a negative circuit. 
Summarizing, we conclude the validity of the following method for solving (5.1) 
which specializes the general strategy proposed in Section 3. 
Negative circuit method 5.3 
Step I. Find x E P. 
Step 2. If cX does not contain a negative circuit, stop. 
Step 3. Find a short negative circuit C E 6;, and its minimum arc capacity 6(C); 
x:=x@dx(C, 6) and go to Step 2. 
An initial feasible, submodular flow can be determined as proposed in Section 2. 
The determination of a negative circuit in cX may be very difficult, in general. 
Checking all circuits leads to a finite procedure which can in many cases be made 
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efficient by intoducing weights on the arcs of G,. For example, we consider linear 
algebraic objective functions in modules, say f(x) =xT 0 a. Then, red arcs in G, 
have weight zero, forward arcs uu have weight a(uu), and backwards arcs uu have 
weight -a(~). Circuits with negative weight (sum of its arc weights negative) can 
efficiently be determined. 
In Section 2, we have already discussed the complexity of the determination of G, 
as well as the number of iterations of the ‘augmenting’ circuit method. Similar 
remarks can be made on the negative circuit method. In particular, finiteness is 
assured in the case R = Z. 
For linear objective functions f: Z” + Z an elegant method of Frank [2] using 
vertex-potentials is quasi-polynomial and, in the case 0 I x I 1, even polynomial. 
Instead of searching negative circuits in G, he uses vertex-potentials for defining a 
smaller subgraph of G, circuits in which improve a set of primal-dual, sufficient 
optimality conditions. By now, it is not known whether such an efficient method 
may be derived for the class of algebraic linear objective functions in semimodules 
over real numbers. There is some hope, because weak and strong duality results are 
valid in certain ordered semimodules (cf. Zimmermann [S]). For algebraic linear 
objective functions over modules we think a similar quasipolynomial method can be 
developed although a reduction to the O-l case, as used in Frank [2], is not possible. 
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